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Overview of 
thoughts

• Connecting medical centers to vulnerable 
communities

• Prioritize transit and supply chain workers 
for vaccination

• Maintain strategic stockpiles of 
masks/cleaning equipment

• Avoid hygiene theater
• Predicate our mitigation strategies on 

prevailing pathogen levels
• Clean the air we breathe in shared spaces
 



Connecting 
vulnerable 
communities to 
Boston Medical 
Center

BMC



Prioritize transit and supply chain workers for vaccination

Age-adjusted COVID-19 mortality rates among workers of age 18–64 by 
occupation groups with elevated rates; Massachusetts, March 1–July 31, 2020

Risk ratios for death, comparing pandemic time to non-pandemic time, among 
Californians 18–65 years of age, by occupational sector, March through October 2020.

Hawkins et al. Am J Ind Med. 2021; 
64(4): 238- 244.

Chen et al. Occup Environ Health. 
2021; 33:100736.



Maintain stockpiles

Chiang et al. Infection Control & 
Hospital Epidemiology 42.2 
(2021): 244-245.



Avoid Hygiene Theater



Circuit breakers



Cleaning the air we breathe shared spaces
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Why I’m Bullish on Retail
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Michael Berne
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Today’s False Narratives

 Separating the signal, from the noise



No Such Thing as a New Normal



No Such Thing as a New Normal

 Why do we listen to these people anymore?    



Bullish on Brick and Mortar
 Ceiling to consumer demand

– Revealed by the pandemic  



Bullish on Brick and Mortar

 Physical stores in the ecosystem
– Sales origination versus fulfillment

– Transactions versus discovery
• “Sport shopping”



Bullish on Brick and Mortar
 Costs of online selling

– Retailers cannot make money 
without stores



Bullish on Brick and Mortar

 A “changing of the guard”, not a “retail apocalypse”
– Self-inflicted wounds by legacy brands… 

• Leveraged buyouts

• Stagnation

• Overexpansion

– Competition from better mousetraps
• Value-oriented concepts



Bullish on Downtowns
 They had finally figured it out… 

– Food, beverage and entertainment

– Specialty shopping

– Captive submarkets
• Tourists, workers, residents

– Patina and personality



Bullish on Downtowns
 … and that formula still holds

– Well-positioned versus e-commerce
• Commoditized retail more vulnerable



Two Very Difficult Years…
Downtown/Main Street Retail

 ... yet not as dire as anticipated
– (Still) expansion-minded brands

– Merchant adaptability / resilience

– Entrepreneurial energy

– Pulbic-space innovation

– Government stimulus



Two Very Difficult Years…
 Dense downtown settings hurt the most…

– Social and experiential focus (food, beverage and entertainment)

– Small businesses (specialty shopping)

– Remote work (captive submarket)

– International tourism / conventions (captive submarket)

– Urban flight (captive submarket) 



Two Very Difficult Years…

 Popularity of destinations for domestic tourism
– Growing numbers of year-round residents



Two Very Difficult Years…

 Stability of residential populations
– Consumers staying closer to home

• Urban neighborhoods

• Suburban downtowns

– Could endure with remote work
• Need for more “third places”



Going Forward

 Acceleration of generational shift
– Suburbanization of hip

• Gen Z as the new urbanites
– New concepts and iterations



Going Forward…

 Flight to quality
– Strong getting stronger…

• Lure of co-tenancy / critical mass, 
“essential needs” anchors



Going Forward…

 Flight to quality
– Roles in the retail ecology

– Raises questions of equity
• Scruitinizing the narratives



Going Forward…

 Inflation and recession…
– Possible pullbacks

• Discretionary spending and apparel

• Housing market and home retailers

• VC funding and “clicks-to-bricks” brands

– The future of remote work

 … but again, Mark Twain
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The 
COVID-19 
Pandemic: 
Exacerbating 
Inequalities
Mike Shields

Research Director
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We Know the Story



We Built the 
Pre-COVID Economy 

on Shifting Sands

•Employment increased 
since the Great 
Recession, but it was 
largely in 
foundational-skill, 
low-wage jobs.

•Our region suffers from 
stagnant wage growth
• Minimum wage has 

remained at $7.25 since 2009 
($15,080 a year)



https://chart-studio.plotly.com/~shields.mi417/33
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We’re in 
“Reactionary 
Mode”

• Instituting relief programs and 
policies
• PPP, Child Tax Credit, 

Restaurant Revitalization 
Fund, etc.

• Continuing to bump up against 
prejudices embedded in our 
decision-making practices and 
institutions



Navigating the 
Ongoing Externalities

•Re-filling older 
foundational-skill 
employment
• Greater need among low-wage 

positions

•Higher wages for some 
positions and sectors
• Inflation largely wiped many of 

those gains



Navigating the 
Ongoing 
Externalities

•Remote/hybrid work 
decreasing municipal 
revenue/social services
• Higher risk for retail, food, and 

accommodation businesses
• Underfunded public 

transportation
• Attempts to close the digital 

divide

•More recognition of 
structural prejudices in our 
institutions
• Extreme political polarization 

around this recognition
• Hybrid/remote work easing 

many office-prejudices for 
historically marginalized 
populations



Are We Building 
Back Better?

• We need to move out of the 
“reactionary mode”

• As more money and resources for 
infrastructure become available:

• What communities are we focused on?

• How much research have you done on the 
equitable economic impact?

• How much ownership do those 
communities have in the 
decision-making?

• How do you prevent predatory 
investment and development?



DVRPC Futures Meeting
Impacts of COVID-19 on Freight
July 28, 2022
Stephanie Finch, AICP

WSP Freight & Logistics



1. Stay at home orders changing type and amount of 
demand

2. US economic stimulus inducing demand for goods
3. Workplace closures as well as worker illnesses and 

deaths constraining resource extraction, manufacturing 
output, and delivery 
• This impact is global, regional, local and intersecting with:

• Non-COVID related supply constraints:
• Deregulation & offshoring

• Climate impacts on agricultural commodities

• Long standing economic forces

Key Impacts of COVID-19 of Freight
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• ‘Just in Time Delivery’ and low inventory logistics strategies
• Dependence on off-shore manufacturing
• International trade policies (“Trade War”)
• Inadequate safety protocols
• Truck driver shortage and other labor issues

Existing Vulnerabilities



Source: Agence France-Presse
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Source: Center City District & CPDC
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Source: Business Insider
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Source: AP/Luca Bruno
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Source: New York Times
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E-Commerce Sales as a Percent of Total 
Retail Sales
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• Increases in truck trip generation
• Same, next, 2-day delivery requires more stops in the 

warehouse-to-destination chain; warehouses closer to 
destination

• Increasing presence of delivery trucks on local
streets

• Plethora of last mile solutions
• Crowd sourcing (Instacart)
• Robots
• Cargo bikes
• Buy online, pick up in store

Transportation Impacts of E-commerce
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Total and Freight Employment in NJ

Source: County Business Patterns

Key freight related employment in NJ:
• Retail
• Wholesale
• Warehousing
• Transportation
• Manufacturing
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Snapshot of Freight 
and Complete 
Streets, Trenton, NJ
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Vehicle-Miles Traveled Changes by Vehicle Type (2020)

Baseline 2019 1.0

Source: Bureau of Transportation Statistics dashboard, “Daily Vehicle Travel During the COVID-19 Public Health Emergency”
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• Expect continued interruptions in agriculture due to 
climate, sociopolitical, and economic factors

• E-commerce will continue to impact local communities
• Unknown: How will communities respond?
• Will brick and mortar retail make a comeback?

• Nearshoring?
• Was projected to grow after Great Recession but didn’t materialize 

at scale

Looking Forward



Thank You

stephanie.finch@wsp.com
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